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Introduction 
• The size of GPS data collected from vehicles keeps increasing 

over time. One method to compress the data is to store and 
update only frequent traveled patterns, which, however, will 
lose some infrequent movements in the population. The 
feasibility of reconstructing movements from the frequent 
patterns has not been investigated.  

 
• In this paper, a pattern transition model is proposed to 

reconstruct movements using frequent moving patterns and a 
web-based visual analytic is designed for querying and 
exploration of the patterns and movements. 



Methodology 

The system is demonstrated using 2.26 million trip trajectories of 11 thousand taxis over a six day 
period in Wuhan, China. 

Taxi GPS trajectories 

Continuous closed frequent 
route(CCFR) e.g. p1(300) 
representing 300 objects 

moving along p1 in the 
population 

Most-likely distinct 
movements from start region 
to destination region(MLDM) 

Incremental mining 

Automatic 
blocking 



Web-based visual analytics 

Screenshots of the visual analytics (30,000 patterns visualized) 



Patterns starting from specific grid 

Patterns ending at specific grid 

Interactive query of patterns from/to/pass a grid, an R- 
tree is designed on client side to improve performance 



Time-varying MLDM generated from pattern transition model (the 
blue path is the movement highlighted by user)  

(a) 4 distinct movements between 2 regions in 
the morning 06:00 – 09:00 

(b) 6 distinct movements between 2 regions in the 
afternoon 16:00 – 19:00 



Conclusions and Future Work 
• Conclusions 
In this paper a pattern transition model is proposed to reconstruct most likely 
distinct movements using frequent patterns mined from GPS data. A web 
based visual analytic is designed to enable efficient query and explorations of 
the patterns and movements. 
 
• Future work: 

– Alternative models that further incorporate the topological 
relationship between CCFRs into transition probabilities  

– Empirical model validation 
– Extend the model to other types of spatial unit, e.g., road network and 

regions. 
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